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ABSTRACT 

A discukon of the effect of ta variable atmospheric ecale height is 
height is used 8nd it is found that special conditions for ionized % 

‘ven. A linear gradient of the scale 
yer formation are possible. Also; 

the variation of the layer critic4 frequency with the altitude 6f the sun shove the horizon ad of the 
short w8ve sbsorption 8re found to be tiected by the v8riation of the scale heipht. The de height 
v&&ion is involved in expreasioas for the 8bsorption of the solar mdi8tion asd the &&ronic 
recombination coefficient. 

I 

The prooess of ionized layer formation has been examined in detail by CHAPMAN [l J. 
The simple case of ioni~tion may be conside~d by along the sbsor$%ion of 
ultra,-violet light with a defbrite abortion coefficient in an atmosphere of rmiform 
composition and temperature. Furthermore, the recombination coefficient is 
generally supposed constant independent of height. This direct method yields 
information regarding the possible origins of the ionospheric layers, the vertical 
distribution of the electronic concentration and the variation of the critical fre- 
quency with the solar zenith distance. 

The origin of the ionospheric layers or the determination of the photo-ionization 
processes may be studied by way of the following formula 

x.KB = GOB x (1) 

N being the active constituent’s concentration at the maximum of absorption, 
A?. being the molecular absorption coefficient associated with the photo-ioniz&ion 
process, H being the locel scale height and X being the solar zenith distanoe. The 
value of the NKB product indicates the level of the layer if R-is known, 

The distribution of the electronic concentration N, with height is expressed 
(in equilibrium) by 

where N& is the maximum electronic con~nt~tion for X = 0” (overhead sun) 
and {=(z- z ~)/~, z being the height above a certain level z = 0, zi;i- being 
the value of z corresponding to IV&_ 

The theoretical variation of the critical frequency f, with the solar zenith 
distance is represented by 

f, =fe(x = 0’) X (GOB x), (3) 

An important resnlt has been obtained by APPLETON [2] regarding the total 
absorption suffered by a short radio wave when it travels a nondeviating CXAPW 
region. For the ordinary wave the absorption coefficient A is given by 
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(4) 

where v is the collisional frequency of the electrons of mass m and charge e, 
f = 2 mp is the exploring wave frequency, and fL = 2 ?rpi is the longitudinal 
gyromagnetic frequency. 

If the absorption of short waves reflected from the F-region takes place in a 
non-deviating region, the reflection coefficient may be expressed simply as 

-WP + (co9 X)WZ (5) 

if we consider only the variation of the total absorption with the solar altitude. 

Beyond this simple example, it is interesting to consider the possible observable 
effects on the characteristics of the ionosphere in cases where the structure of the 
atmosphere is more complicated and there is a variation of the electronic recom- 
bination coefficient with height. NICOLET and BOSSY [3] have given some infor- 
mation regarding the effect of the scale height gradient on the law of variation of 
short wave absorption with solar zenith distance. 

II 

Let us first consider the atmospheric pressure p governed by the statical equation 

dp = - gNHdz (6) 

where g denotesthe acceleration of gravity and H the mean molecular mass. The 
pressure is also expressed by the equation of a perfect gas 

p =NkT (7) 

where T denotes the absolute temperature and k BOLTZMAXN 's constant. Then 
(6) and (7) clearly give 

dp dN -=- 
2, 

N +!$-g 
(8) 

where the scale height follows a law of linear variation, 

H =;=H,+pz (H =H, at z=O) 

where /3 = dH/dz = constant (IO) 

If the molecular mass is considered as constant* (g is assumed as constant in a 
certain range of heights), equation (8) may be rewritten in the equivalent form 

dN l-+/3 dH -=--- 
N B H (11) 

With (9), the integration of (11) gives the height distribution of N 

Ii-8 
N = N, (H/H,) 

-- 
B (12) 

The total number in a column between z and co is then 

s 

co 
Ndz = NH 

.z 
(13) 

* It is not diEcult to pursue the effect of a variation of the molecular mass ; but our purpose is 
only to give here some indications. 
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If we follow the details of C~AFHAN’S calculations, we find [3] expressions* 

(a) X&&EM = (1 + 8) 00s 31 (14) 

giving the maximum absorption law where iVH and EM are the local values at the 
height of maximum absorption. 

(bf N#=N&e 
J-$J l-~--,e-LWX 

( 1 I161 

where y eoa~ects the 10~1 scale height B with the scale height at the absolute 
madum & (overhead sun) by the relation 

It is convenient to consider only the photo-ionization. 1r1 this case, instead of (ES), 
we write the formula 

where q& is the “ maximum number of photo-ionization ” when 31 = O’, 
(17) 

&a7 being the number of quanta arriving at the top of the atm~he~ or of the 
considered layer. 

Furthermore, the condition of a maximum (C&$&Z = 0) is 

e-c = CO6 X (1% 
and the maximum of photo-ionization par is 

p,-q&e-WS)C (20) 

or, by (1% 
&=q$ (COSX) 14-p (2x1 

which indicates the variation with solar zenith distance of the maximum nmnber 
of photo-ionizations. 

(c> If the ~~rnb~atio~ ~~~~ient is corset. with height, the critical fre- 
quency f, is 

14-8 
f, =fc(X = 00) x (CO8 X) --T- (22) 

Under the same conditions, the absorption of short waves folIows the law 

3+8 
- logp +- (cos X) --F-- (231 

This shows how a variation of the scale height affects the behaviour of certain 
theoretical characteristics of the ionosphere. Nevertheless, the variation with 
height of the recombination coefficient cannot be neglected. 

III 
Taking ~~~/~ = 0, thus N, = (Q/@, we can determine the general condition of 
a maximum of the eie&ronic concentration. 

* The vaiue of the aheoqtion imeflicienrt is & zncsn value. 
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Let T be the optical depth at a height z, so that 

a7=ivf.qa2secx (24) 
co 

T=N*KjEjS@3X=KjSM?X #xfa2 I (25) 

where Ni refers to the atom or molecule subject to the photo-ionization. We sup- 
pose the following relation with another constituent Nk 

N3 =CN; (26) 

where C will be considered as co~tant. 
If &a is still the number of available quanta at the top of the layer we can 

write the ionization equilibrium equation 

- NtK,dzsecX 
r 

N$&h e 
z 

= aN; (271 

CL being the recombination coefficient. 
Let us suppose a to be a function of Nk only, according to 

a=a,c (28) 
where a0 = constant. Furthermore, we take &= H&, +,3z which.determines the 
scale height so that Nk refers to the principal ~~tituent and, [cf (11) ] 

(29) 
Finally, with (26), (28), (29), the ionization equation (27) may be written as 

CN~~~~~e - 

CN; Iif Hn 

i$f~+/$-&O~x =a,N;N: 

Thus, the condition of a maximum of N, is given by 

(36) 

N,K,H,swX =I_ m 
n(1 + 8) n (31) 

If the indices m and n fcf (26), (28)) are positive, the electronic con~ntration 
has a maximum only when m < rc. 

In the atmosphere, above the maximum of dissociation of Oz, n may be 2 or 3, 
according as the recombination to 0, occurs by a two-body or three-body collision. 

In the case of two-body radiative recombination, (31) becomes 

N,KjH,=(2_m)(l +B)COSX (321 

and for a three-body process 
N,K+ =(3-m)(l +/?)cosX (33) 

For radiative recombination of O,, no maximum of the electronic concentration 
can be expected if the electronic recombination coefficient depends on the con- 

centration Nr with m > 2. The formation of an ionosphe~c~-layer by 0; is possible, 
however, if the electronic recombination coef%cient is proportional to the pressure 
(m = I). The recombination of oxygen molecules may be due to the three-body 
process (12 = 3) in the region where we observe the E-layer. In this case, the for- 
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mation of an electronic concentration maximum is still possible by the photo 
ionization of 0, even if the electronic recombination coefficient is proportional to 

Ni. Nevertheless, if we take account of the temperature effect (on a& in the 
electronic recombination coe&Gnt (28), the effective value of m can change. For 
example, if a0 is directly proportional to T, the temperature, and B # 0 (so that 
T varies with height) then a varies as if a0 were constant and, m were decreased to 
m*, thus if m* would be O-91 for B = 0.1 and O-83 if B = O-2. 

It should be noted here that in the case of an atmosphere with the same scale 
height for all constituents (n = l), the formation of a layer is possible even if the 
electronic recombination coefficient is a function of height. For example, (31) 
being written 

Nj Kj Hj 
(1 + /?) WJs x 

=1-m* (34) 

there can be a maximum of the electronic concentration if m* is of the order 0.8 

or O-9. The above considerations lead to the result that the formation of a layer 
appears at a level above the maximum of the photo-ionization. Thus a scale height 
gradient may lead to a simple explanation of various ionospheric characteristics. 

Now,’ the conditions imposed by the above equations for the formation of a 
layer determines the parameters involved in the relation 

& t (cosX)v 

In an atmosphere with the same scale height for all the constituents (n = 1) and 
with an electronic recombination coefficient a which is constant, the critical fre- 
quency (22) follows the solar zenith distance as 

I+8 
A- - (COB X) 4 (35) 

In fact, the analysis of the exponent of 00s X cannot be represented by so simple 
a relation since the effect of temperature and of variable scale height can oonsider- 
ably modify the numerical values. For this reason, it is convenient to tabulate 
various possibilities for explaining the values of the exponent. 

Table I-VaZw of v in the relation f, + (co8 X) v: a, = conetcmt 

a=aJP 7&=1 n=2 7$=3 
I 

m y-t” = 0.1 = o-2 p = 0 = 0.1 = 0.2 B 5 0 = 0.1 = o-2 

0 O-25 O-26 0.27 0.25 0.26 O-26 O-26 0.26 0.27 
1 maximum at Q) 0.38 0.39 0.41 o-33 0.34 o-35 
2 nomaximum maximum at co O-42 . . . . . . 

An average of v for Washington (1938-1948) is 0.31 and for Watheroo O-27. If this 
difference is real it may be due to a scale height gradient different in two places. 

If 0; (by pre-ionization) is responsible for the origin of the J-region an explana- 
tion can be found even if the electronic recombination coefficient is proportional to 
the pressure (m = 1). On the other hand, if in this region the height distribution 
of the particles is the same as that of the main. constituent so that m = 1, the 
observed values of v can be explained only by supposing a independent of the 
density (m = 0). 
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The general law (31) may help, with suitable ohoioe of the two indioes m and 
72 to explain the F, and Fs-regions. It is still not possible to give a definite treat- 
ment, but we can suggest the formation of a layer above the ~ho~-io~~~tion 
maximum or the fo~ati~u of a layer in which there are two co~tituen~, one 
ionized and one not, with different scale heights. 

For the D-region in which the vertical distribution is probably the same for 
all the principal constituents and in which the electronic reoombinatien coefficient 
is a function of height, the formula (31) indicates that a normal maximum of the 
eleotronie ~o~~nt~tion is not possible. 

~eve~hel~~~ the absorption of short waves aoeording to the observational 
results must be explained. Details are given in [3]t but the view there adopted 
regarding the recombination coefficient is probably not correct : because it is res- 
tricted to the case nz = 0, 

Because the published ex@rimental and observational data are meagre, we 
adopt various ~sib~ties as follows: 

For the recombination coefficient 

a=a,N;a=a,TtWanda=cL,N27-’ 

for scale height gradient @ = ~~~~ 
p =@f /9 = O*2 p = O-3 

and for the ek&ronie collision frequency 

v=CT)N 
The results for the variation of w, the exponent in the absorption relation 
- log p c (co& X)w are shown in Table 2. 

As the observed values of w is somewhat less than I, perhaps about 045, it may be 
conciuded that ,8 is not zero, but about 0.2. 

It is practically certain that the scale height of the ionosphere increases from 
the Mayer upwards and it is known that the recombination coef&ient varies with 
height; moreover, the ionizable constituent may have scale height different from 
that of the main constituent. It is here shown that by extending CHAPMAR’s theory 
to allow for these circumstances, material progress can be made in the explanation 
of ionospheric characteristics. 
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